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Coral Polge
British Psychic Artist
Coral Polge was probably the world’s most renowned British Psychic Artist of
modern times.
Born in Hackney London on 22nd September 1924 and
christened Coral Annetta Potts. Her father was a cinema manager at the time
of her birth, and neither parent, to her knowledge displayed any psychic abilities
even though her father’s sister was adept at card reading with some accuracy.
Later on when the family got involved in spiritualism, her mother’s two sisters
proved to be psychic.
When you had a Coral Polge Portrait, it was as good as having a photograph.
Coral worked tirelessly across the planet, visiting many, many different
countries on her quest to prove the survival of the soul after death. In her book
“Living Images” you will be able to see for your selves some of her wonderful
work.
Through her mediumship, she was not only able to create images of those
trying to communicate from the spirit world, but was also able to comment on
the impressions that she received, often giving the names of the communicators
that she was drawing.
Having been told that she had the gift of ‘Psychic Art’.
Coral developed her
techniques in her own home circle where early scribbles slowly became
sketches. It wasn’t long before she was able to draw her Spirit Guide, Maurice
de Latour, who was believed to be an eighteenth century portrait painter.

As with all mediumship, spirit communicators have a habit of showing
themselves to you as a younger version of what they are when they pass.
Coral sometimes had this problem with her art and things only become clear to
the recipient at a later time.
One incident that seems to be a delightful story was when she gave a portrait of
a man to a lady; she was disappointed that the lady failed to recognise the man.
However, this lady liked the picture that much that she took it home a hung it in
the hallway of her house. It was a few months later when new neighbors
moved into next door, which followed by a visit of the new neighbor. On entering
the hallway, the visitor exclaimed, “Where on earth did you get that picture of
my father?” The mysteries of spirit communication!
Coral passed to spirit on 29th April 2001 after giving 54 dedicated years of
service to both those who have passed into the spirit realms and those who
searched for evidence of their survival here on the earth plane.
Stephen O’Brien, renowned medium, healer and psychic author, whom Coral
had worked with on many occasions, wrote the following tribute to her work in
the “Psychic News”.
“She raised the spiritual awareness of her audiences. Huge crowds of people
sat entranced as, from out of nowhere, their loved ones’ faces appeared again
before their tearful eyes.
Mourners were comforted; broken hearts were
mended; thrilled with their sketches. Her mediumistic skills will be praised as
highly as they will be missed. Coral Polge has earned her place as one of the
twentieth century’s most outstanding psychic artists.’
And those who she helped worldwide, would certainly agree.”
“Living Images” was written by Coral Polge with Kay Hunter, is available through
The Spiritualist Association of Great Britain. ISBN: 090069717.
It is also
available through Amazon Books.

